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Background: Spirometry is important test performed in patients expect to have air way obstruction,
assessment of intense reaction to inhalers (the trial of reversibility of air way blockade) is a normally
utilized technique in clinical and academic studies. The consequences of this test are utilized to take
choices on treatment, consideration, exclusion from diagnosis and other research thinks about, and for
analytic marking [asthma versus chronic obstructive air way disease (COPD)]. Usually, the (FEV1) or
(FVC) standards before and after giving of the bronchodilator are compared and the adjustment is
processed to distinguish variations from the norm in lung volumes and air flow.
Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of FVC and PEFR as further
constraints to evaluate bronchodilator reaction in asthmatic peoples with severe or moderate airflow
blockade.
Patients and methods: This study is cross sectional study performed in Baghdad teaching hospital
where one hundred patient were enrolled in this study patients were detected with asthma and
confirm airway blockade according to (GINA) guide lines. The pulmonary function for all members
were investigated with a convenient spirometer (spiro-lab3 Spirometer) as stated by those measures
from claiming American thoracic particular social order, The mean and standard deviation results of
predicted% values pulmonary function test were also used for comparisons were measured by ttest. A p-value of ≤ 0.05 considered to be significant statistically.
Results: The post bronchodilator (post –BD) results of FVC, PEFR are greater than prebronchodilator where are statistically significant P value = 0.00. the amount of the changes of FVC
post (BD) was more than 400ml from pre (BD) and the amount of the changes of PEFR post (BD)
more than 1000ml from the pre (BD) both were p value = 0.00.
Conclusion: The asthmatic patients with moderate and severe airway obstruction, we observed that
FVC and PEFR is a valuable important limit to FEV1 to evaluate reversibility reaction
Key word: forced vital capacity(FVC), peaked expiratory flow rate (PEFR), spirometry and forced
expiratory volume in 1st second (FEV1).

Introduction:
Spirometry is the important test performed to
distinguish variations from the norm in lung
volumes and air flow [1]. The most generally
utilized pulmonary function test in clinical practice
is spirometry. In patients found to have air way
obstruction, assessment of response to inhalers (the
trial of reversibility of air way blockade) is a
normally utilized technique in clinical and inquire
about examinations. The consequences of this test
are utilized to take choices on treatment,
consideration, aim exclusion from diagnosis and
other research thinks about, and for analytic marking

[asthma versus chronic obstructive air way disease
(COPD)]. Usually, the (FEV1) or (FVC) standards
before and after giving of the bronchodilator are
compared and the adjustment is processed. While
there is no evidence accord on what establishes
bronchodilator or a critical intense reaction to a
nebulizer, the frequently utilized criteria for a
bronchodilator reaction (BDR) are those prescribed
by (ATS), i.e. an increase of 12% and 200 ml in
FEV1 or FVC over the base line values[2].It is well
known that airway obstruction in asthma usually
shows a good response to bronchodilators while that
in COPD is generally poor. The above cut-off is
therefore often used to diagnose these diseases.
Generations of students have been taught that
asthma and COPD can be differentiated by the test
of BDR, i.e., an increase of 12% and 0.2L in FEV1
or FVC over the starting point results or more than
this being diagnostic of the former and a lesser
response diagnosing COPD. In any case, it has been
called attention to in writing that "reversibility
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versus irreversibility" isn't a fitting methodology in
making a distinctions between the two diseases, as
"irreversible" exclude the diagnosis of asthma and
numerous patients with COPD have a significant
reversibility [3,4] In COPD, an special FVC
response (post-bronchodilator rise only in FVC) was
the major response, occurred in an important number
of patients, whereas a selected FEV1 response (postbronchodilator increase only in FEV1) was unusual.
Asthmatics had a tendency to react with an increase
in both FVC and FEV1.[5] more recently, we have
demonstrated that the trial of intense reversibility
reaction has constrained indicative encouragement in
isolating asthma and COPD. Positive perceptive
estimations of 81% of sample in this examination
with the ATS rules suggested that one can make
sure of a determination of asthma to this degree
when the BDR surpasses this limit and the negative
prescient estimations of 64% showed the likelihood
of an analysis of COPD when the reaction was not
as much as the edge. Consequently, this cut-off left a
considerable degree for misdiagnosis. [6] The
current updates of the strategies on asthma and
COPD have also highlighted that the identification
of these illnesses is mainly clinical and the outcomes
of spirometry necessity to be deduced in the clinical
background.[7–9] Bronchodilators are the treatment
of decision in COPD. It is the experience of each
doctor watching over such patients that these
medications create a variable however noteworthy
change in an extent of patients after some time. This
change might be clear in an enhanced FVC or
inspiratory capacity(IC) (reflecting diminished air
trapping and hyperinflation) and in addition in
understanding focused results, for example, dyspnea,
personal satisfaction, and exercise tolerance. 10] The
long-term reaction to bronchodilators can't be
anticipated by the intense BDR amid the trial of
reversibility. As saw in a current report, patients
with a BDR don't contrast in mortality,
hospitalization, or worsening background from
"irreversible" patients. In this way, bronchodilator
reversibility status does not recognize clinically
important results, making it a temperamental
phenotype.[11] positive bronchodilator reaction is
set up in light of an expansion ≥ 12% and 0.2L in
(FVC) as well as (FEV1) contrasted and reference
measuresafter giving of nebulizers [12].In patients
with (COPD), in whom the reversibilitytest is often
not reversible , (VC) and (IC) variety are utilized as
correlative instruments keeping in mind the end goal
to assess bronchodilator reaction [13]chronic air way
obstruction participantshad irreversible bronchial
limitation ,also be noticed insevere ormoderate
asthma; appraised the helpfulness of VC to evaluate
bronchodilator reaction amongasthmatic patients
[14].
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to evaluate bronchodilator reaction in asthmatic
peoples with severe or moderate airflow blockade.
Patients and materials
This study is cross sectional performed in Baghdad
teaching hospital where one hundred patients were
enrolled in this study patients were detected with
asthma and insistent airway blockade according to
(GINA) measures.
Exclusion conditions
Uncontrolled hypertension
Heart failure
Pregnancy
Active smoking
Morbid obesity
Chest wall deformity
Fibrosis on chest x ray
Neuromuscular disease
Patientsuse short acting inhalers, long acting inhalers
or theophylline by mouth 8 h, 12 h or 48 h on
sequence before the spirometry.
Asthma exacerbation in last week
The reversibility procedure was done with
salbutamol/400 μg nebulizer specialist observation,
Bronchodilator response was considered increment
in FEV1 ≥ 12% or 0.2Lfrom starting point result.
The pulmonary function for all members were
investigated with a convenient spirometer (spirolab3 Spirometer) as stated by those measures from
claiming American thoracic particular social order
Statistical analyses:
Were constructed with an individual check by means
of thatmeasurable one bundle for social Sciences
(SPSS) version 22 project to Windows. Themean
and standard deviation results of predicted%
values pulmonary function test were also used for
comparisons were measured by t-test. A p-value of
≤ 0.05 considered to be important statically.
Results:
During period of the examination 100 patients were
enrolled to this study diagnosed as moderate to
severe asthma the demographic features presented
on table 1 and Fig 1
Table 1: Demographic features( sex) in moderate
and sever asthmatics
Sex
Mm
male
female
Total

Frequency

Cumulative
Percent Valid Percent Percent

46

46.0

46.0

46.0

54
100

54.0
100.0

54.0
100.0

100.0

Aim of the study
The idea of this study was to investigate the
effectiveness of FVC and PEFR as furtherlimitations
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In this study examine the participants with asthma
patients with moderate and severe obstruction; we
watched that FVC and PEFR is a valuable important
constraint to FEV1 to evaluate reversibility reaction.
Bronchial hyper responsiveness participants were
allocated to asevereor moderate air way limitation in
view of FEV1 examination. Paré et al. had depicted
2 examples of reaction to nebulizer treatment:
dominating increment in FVC (volume increment)
or FEV1 (flow increment). Capacity responders
displayed bring down PEFR and more prominent
level of air duping [15]. Previous study by Newton
et al., found same result also [16]. Sorkness et al.,
seeing 287 participants with established however
severe bronchial hyper responsiveness, exhibited
this gathering displayed conspicuous air duping
rather than people with mild to moderate bronchial
hyper responsiveness [14]. Our patients with
extreme wind stream impediment had both more
prominent FVC reaction in the gathering and more
noteworthy air catching. The post-BD reaction of
VC was very much associated with the variety in
RV/TLC proportion in the extreme obstruction
group. Previous study, O'Donnell et al. examined 84
participants with COPD without reaction in FEV1
and revealed a direct relationship between variety in
FVC and FRC and IC after utilization of nebulizer
[17]. Moreover, Newton et al. shown that lung
capacity change was not related of changes in FEV1
in patients with severe and moderate hyperinflation
[18]. Teeter et al. found that hyper responsiveness
air way signs were unwell related with FEV1 before
and after nebulizer [19].

Fig 1:
The clinical data (mean and St
deviation) are presented on table 2
Table 2:ExpressiveMeasurements
N
100
weight 100
Height 100
Valid N 100
Age

Minimum
9.00
21.00
125.00

Maximum
81.00
133.00
190.00

Mean
44.3800
79.9400
162.0800

Std. Deviation
18.45649
23.05760
12.07191

The observed results for patients with severe and
moderate blockadepre and post the nebulizer (BD),
(mean, Std. Deviation and P value) test are depicted
in Table 3, 4. The post bronchodilator results of
FVC, PEFR are larger than pre bronchodilator where
are statistically significant P value = 0.00.
the
amount of the changes of FVC post (BD) was more
than 400ml from pre (BD) and the amount of the
changes of PEFR post (BD) more than 1000ml from
the pre (BD) both were p value = 0.00.

Conclusions:
The present discoveries propose that FVC and PEFR
might be helpful in expansion to FEV1 to
distinguish reversibility reaction in hyper
responsiveness airway patients with severe air flow
limitation .

Table 3: Mean and Std. Deviation(Pre) and
(Post) the nebulizer (BD)
Mean
Pair 1 PreFEV1 1.6800
PostFEV1 2.0442
Pair 2 PreFVC 2.2502

N
100
100

Std.
Deviation
.85468
.89550

Std.
Mean
.08547
.08955

100

1.07196

.10720

PostFVC 2.6988
Pair 3 PrePEFR 3.7192

100

1.06372

.10637

100

2.15767

.21577

PostPEFR 4.7370

100

2.31515

.23151

Error
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